Special units. Maximum security and law enforcement: two agents, code-named Chesterﬁeld and
Wellington, are engaged in an intricate mission: the transfer of a dangerous criminal
from one prison to another. Will our heroes succeed in this arduous task?

Diﬃcult to give a deﬁnite answer, because the road - as always - is full of surprises. Perhaps the car
that has been entrusted to the mission is not in the best of states and perhaps even they are not
the best special agents on the market, or perhaps they are not even special agents: special for
sure, but not responsible for public order ...

So between intentional, unintentional and unexpected, stunts, gags, technical virtuosities, as well
as close encounters with the public, our special agents will try to do everything possible to keep
the situation under control and achieve the desired goal. Despite their eﬀorts, the eﬀect will not

be what they want, and all attempts to restore order will inevitably lead to chaos or rather to a real
public disorder.
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Technical Requirements

Stage area

9x9 meters (minimum) ﬂat and minimum height 4mt.
An area close to the performance's spot is requested to park the car and leave it covered
until the performance's beginning.

A reserved parking space for a van and its truck trailer (total length 10 meters) is
requested too

Audio:

self provided

Lights:

no special needs but a simple placed lights is required

It is recommended to program the performance in the evening to appreciate its
pyrotechnic eﬀects.
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